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1. a) Describe and illustrate the edge and screw type dislocations.   

b) How do you determine the grain size? Explain. (8M+7M) 
 
2. Define the following using a binary equilibrium peritectic phase diagram:   

a) Peritectic reaction   
b) Peritectic temperature and   
c) Peritectic composition (5M+5M+5M) 

 
3. Draw  a  schematic  CCT  diagram  for  a  carbon  steel  comprising  0.8%C.Using  this  diagram   

explain how the different cooling curves lead to  
a) Annealing and  
b) Normalizing (7M+8M) 

 
4. List out the applications and properties of the following 

steels: a) Molybdeum steels and   
b) Vanidium steels (8M+7M) 

5.   Explain the effects of  
a) Subzero treatment  
b) Addition of carbon on the hardness of steel. (7M+8M) 

 
6. Discuss the following, giving composition microstructure, properties and applications of   

Gun metal and Manganese bronze. (15M) 
 
7. Compare the physical, chemical and mechanical properties of ceramics with those of metals.   

(15M) 
 
8. Name  the  properties  of  composite  materials  which  are  making  them  more  attractive  for   

engineering applications. (15M) 
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1.   a) Distinguish between substitutional and interstitial solid solutions  

b) What are the effects of grain boundaries on the mechanical properties? (7M+8M) 
 
2. Draw a typical equilibrium diagram for an isomorphous system and explain the equilibrium   

cooling of any one alloy from the above diagram. (15M) 
 
3.   a) What is Gibb’s phase rule? Explain.  

b) Distinguish peritectic and peritectoid transformations. (7M+8M) 
 
4. Write a short note on compositions and properties of the following stainless steels:   

a) Ferritic stainless steel and  
b) Austenitic stainless steel (8M+7M) 

 
5. a) Explain the various stages in a heat treatment cycle.   

b) Explain various types of tempering operations. (7M+8M) 
 
6. Discuss the following, giving composition microstructure, properties and applications 

of a) Duralium and   
b) Muntz metal (8M+7M) 

 
7. How the ceramic materials are manufactured? Discuss their applications. Name a few ceramics.   

(15M) 
 
8. Explain the following in detail:   

a) Fiber reinforced Material  
b) Metal matrix Composite. (8M+7M) 
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1. Describe  and  illustrate  the  solidification  process  of  pure  metal  in  terms  of  nucleation  and   

growth of metals. (15M) 
 
2. Explain the equilibrium cooling with considering Cu-Ni diagram with necessary sketches.   
 (15M)
3.   a) Explain Bi-Cd binary phase diagram.  

b) What is coring? What are the effects of coring? (8M+7M)
 
4. Write a short note on compositions and properties of the following stainless 

steels: a) Martensitic stainless steel and   
 b) Precipitation hardening stainless steel (8M+7M)

5. a) Differentiate between Austempering and mastempering  
 b) Explain cryogenic treatment of alloys. (7M+8M)

6. Explain the structure and properties of Titanium and its alloys. (15M)

7. Describe the following:  
 a) Cermets  
 b) Nano materials (8M+7M)

8. Discuss different types of fibers and matrices used in fiber composites. (15M)
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1. Draw the unit cells for BCC, FCC and HCP crystal structures. Discuss the number of atoms,   

co-ordination number and atomic packing factor for each unit cell. (15M) 
 
2. a) What is a solid solution? How is it produced? Give an example.   

b) Explain electron compounds in brief. (8M+7M) 
 
3.   a) What is level rule? Explain.  

b) Explain Cu-Ni binary phase diagram. (8M+7M) 
 
4. a) What are the advantages of nodular cast iron over grey cast iron?   
 b)  Bring  out  the  differences  between  the  black  heart  malleable  cast  iron  and  white  heart 
 malleable cast iron. (7M+8M)

5. a) What is age hardening?  
 b) What are the differences between hardness and hardenability? (8M+7M)

6. What are the grades of Titanium? Discuss their composition, properties and uses. (15M)
 
7. Describe the following:   

a) Crystalline ceramics   
b) Abrasive materials. (8M+7M) 

 
8. a) Discuss the types of reinforcements used in metal matrix composites.   

b) What is a Honeycomb structure composite material? Explain its applications. (8M+7M) 
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1.   a) Why to study programming languages? Explain?  
b) Explain about bootstrapping? What is meant by P-code? (8M+7M) 

 
2. Consider the following pseudo 

code. X: integer  
Procedure 
set_x(x:integer) X:=n  
Procedure print_x 
Write_integer(x) 
Procedure first 
Set_x(1)  
print_x 
Procedure 
second X:integer 
set_x(2)  
print_x 
set_x(0) 
first() 
print_x 
second() 
print_x 

 
What  does this  program  print  if  the  language  uses  static  scoping?  What  does it  print  with  
dynamic scoping? Why? (5M+5M+5M) 

 
3. a)What does it mean for an attribute grammar to be S-attributed? L-attributed?  Explain with  

example?  
b) What is the role of semantic analyzer? (8M+7M) 

 
4. a) Describe the jump code implementation of short circuit Boolean evaluation?   

b) Describe three different search strategies that might be employed in implementation of a   
case statement and the circumstance in which each would be desirable? (8M+7M) 
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5. a) How does inline subroutine differ from a macro?   

b) Describe four common parameter passing modes. How does a programmer can choose   
which one to use when? (8M+7M) 

 
6. a) Compare Java final method with C++ non-virtual methods. How are they same? How 

are they different?  
b) Explain why in-line subroutine are particularly important in object-oriented languages. 

(8M+7M) 
 
7. a) Define functional programming languages? List several distinguishing characteristics of 

functional programming languages.  
b) What is the difference between normal-order and applicative-order evaluation? What is lazy  

evaluation? (8M+7M) 
 
8. a) What are dangling references? How are they created and why are they a problem?   

b) Why was automatic garbage collection so slow to be adopted by imperative programming   
languages? (8M+7M) 
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1. a) Explain the phases of the compilation with neat sketch?   

b) Differentiate between interpretation and compilation? What are the comparative advantages  
and disadvantages of the two processes? (8M+7M) 

 
2. a) Explain the distinction between the life time of a name-to-object binding and its visibility?   

b) consider the following pseudo 
code. Procedure P(A,B:real)   
X:real  
Procedure Q(B,C:real) 
Y: real  
-------  
Procedure R(A,C:real)  
Z: real  
----------  (*) 
-------------  
Assuming static scope what is the referencing environment at the location marked by (*)? 

(8M+7M) 
3. a) Explain about Action Routines with example?  

b) Why cannot action routines be placed at arbitrary location within the right hand side of  
 productions in an LR CFG? (8M+7M) 

4. a) Why do most languages not allow the bounds or increment of an enumeration controlled 
 loop to be floating point numbers?  
 b) Give an example in which a midtest loop results in more elegant code than does a pretest or 
 post test loop. Explain? (8M+7M) 

5. a) Describe the parameter modes of Ada. How do they differ from the modes of other modern 
 languages?  
 b) What is the principle purpose of generics? In what sense do generics serve a broader purpose 
 in C++ and Ada than they do in Java and c#? (8M+7M) 
 
6. a)  What is an Abstract class? Explain the distinction between redefining and overriding a  

method?  
b) Explain in detail about shared and replicated inheritance with example? (8M+7M) 

 
7. a) How one can accommodate I/O in purely functional model? What is currying?   

b) What is a Horu clause? Briefly describe the process of resolution in logic programming?   
(8M+7M) 

8. a) Summarize the distinction between records and types in ML. How do these compare to the 
records of languages like C and Ada? 

b) Discuss the significance of ‘’holes “in records. Why do they arise? What problems do they 
came? (8M+7M) 
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1. a) Give the derivation and alternative derivation tree for the expression to generate the string  

‘’ slope * x + intercept’’.  
b) What is meant by ambiguous grammar and explain with examples? (7M+8M) 

 
2. a) Explain static and stack based allocation of storage management?   

b) Explain Aliases with example? (7M+8M) 
 
3. a) Translate a *-  (b+c)  into prefix form?   

b) Give two examples of reasonable semantic rules that cannot be checked at reasonable 
cost, either statically or by compiler generated code at run time.   

c) What is meant by decorating a syntax tree? (5M+7M+3M) 
 
4. a) Explain precedence and associativity with the following Fortran example.   

((((a+b)*c)**d)**e)/f  
b) why do imperative languages commonly provide a case statement in addition to if—than—  

else? (7M+8M) 
 
5. a) Explain why it is useful to define exceptions as class in C++ , Java and C#?   

b) Describe three alternative means of allocating co-routine stacks. What are their relative   
strengths and weaknesses? (7M+8M) 

 
6. a) What is a meta class in Smalltalk? Explain the difference between initialization 

and assignments in C++?  
b) Summarize the fundamental argument for dynamic method binding? Why do C++ and C#  

use static method binding by default? (7M+8M) 
 
7. a) What is a unification? Why is it important in logic programming?   

b)What are clauses, terms, and structures in prolog? What are facts, rules and queries?   
(7M+8M) 

 
8. a) Discuss the differences among  the denotational, constructive and abstraction based views of  

types?  
b) Explain the distinction between derived types and subtypes in ADA? (8M+7M) 
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1. a) Give the scanner design for operators, assignment, number and keywords in a language?   

b) Consider the following grammar.  
G-> S$$  
S-> AM  
M->S|  
A-> a E |bAA  
E-> aB| bA |  
B-> bE | aBB  
i) Describe in English the language that the grammar generates?  
ii) Show the parse tree for the string abaa. (7M+4M+4M) 

 
2. a) Explain nested subroutines with example?   
 b) Explain overloading with an example?  (8M+7M) 

3. a) What is an attribute grammar? What is the difference between synthesized and inherited 
 attributes?   
 b) Describe in detail about evaluating attributes for the expression 23 * 5 + 4 $ (7M+8M) 

4. a) Explain about structured alternatives to goto  in detail?   
 b) What is a tail recursive function? Why is tail recursion important? Write a tail recursive 
 function scheme to compute n factorial (n!) .  (7M+8M) 
 
5. a) Describe in detail about implementing synchronization.   

b) What is a monitor? How do monitor condition variables differ from those of semaphores?   
(7M+8M) 

6. a) What is the purpose of the private, protected as a part of an object interface? Why these are  
required?  

b) Explain the significance of these parameters in object oriented languages? (7M+8M) 
 
7. a) What is the closed world assumption? What problems does it cause for logic programming? 

b) Explain in detail how control flow and assignment expressions are defined in scheme with   
examples. Also briefly discuss on the concept of program as lists in scheme. (7M+8M) 

 
8. a) Discuss the comparative advantages of structural and name equivalence for types. Name 

three languages that use each approach?  
b) What does it mean for languages to be strongly typed? Statically typed? What prevents, say  

C from being strongly typed? (8M+7M)  
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1. Explain the scope and importance of environmental studies? How do you bring public 

awareness on Environmental problems?  
 
2. a) Explain the utilization of energy resources and share your views on Energy Crisis in 

modern Era?   
b) Describe the following in detail?  

i) Water conflicts ii) Waste Land Reclamation iii) Food problems 
 
3. a) Discuss in detail about the energy flow in an Ecosystem with ecological pyramids?   

b) Write about the natural and artificial Ecosystems in detail?  
 
4. a) List out the various extinct, endangered and endemic species of India?   

b) State and explain the various types of biodiversity conservation methods in India?  
 
5. a) Write in detail about various types of pollutants in our Environment?   

b) What is the role of individual in prevention of pollution?  
 
6. a) How do you classify the novel methods employed in solid waste processing?   

b) What do you mean by Rehabilitation & Resettlement of people and explain with a 
case study?  

 
7. a) Explain the importance of women and child welfare in India and enumerate the 

problems associated as challenges?   
b) Explain the role of Information Technology in conservation of Environment and 

human health?  
 
8. Write a case report to M.o.E.F (Ministry of Environment and Forests) on global warming and 

deforestation to enhance green belt mission in India?  
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1. a) Discuss the scope and importance of Environmental Studies in education?   

b) How do you bring the public awareness with respect to environmental pollution?  
 
2. Explain in detail about the various natural resources available in environment and share your 

views on its drastic depletion?  
 
3. a) Discuss in detail about the energy flow in an Ecosystem with ecological pyramids?   

b) Write about the forest Ecosystems in detail?  
 
4. a) List out the various extinct, endangered and endemic species of India?   

b) Explain the Threats to biodiversity and man-wild life conflicts?  
 
5. a) What is noise? Describe briefly the effect of noise on human health?   

b) Write about the various effects and control measures of urban and industrial wastes  
 
6. a) Describe the salient features of the environment (protection) Act, 1986.   

b) Explain the different methods of conservation of Water in detail?  
 
7. a) Discuss the role of information technology in environment and human health.   

b) Write in detail for the occurrence and prevention of HIV/AIDS?  
 
8. Explain the aspects to be studied and the procedure for collecting information when you want 

to document the environmental features and resource assets of a river ecosystem during a 
field visit?  
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1. What are the various activities to be taken up to enhance public awareness of environmental 

problems? Explain how they yield better environmental management?  
 
2. a) What do you understand by biotic and abiotic components of Biosphere?   

b) Explain the interaction and interdependency of components in a given ecosystem.  
 
3. a) Describe the desert and semi-arid ecosystems. Where are they found in India?   

b) Discuss in detail about food chains and food webs?  
 
4. a) What is genetic diversity and species diversity?   

b) List out the various biogeographic regions of India?  
 
5. a) List the wastes that are prohibited from processing along with municipal solid 

waste. Discuss?   
b) Briefly describe the methods of heating and disposal of solid waste?  

 
6. a) What are the major issues associated with resettlement and rehabilitation?   

b) Bring out the main elements of water conservation.  
 
7. a) Describe the problems created by the growing population in India?   

b) Explain briefly the pattern of family welfare programmes to check the population growth 
in recent years?  

 
8. a) What is the methodology to be followed for study of a studying cause and effects of a 

polluted site? Write also the observations for various aspects and data to be collected.   
b) Write about any polluted site you have visited and describe your findings in detail.  
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1. a) Write about the scope of environmental studies?   

b) Discuss in detail the importance and components of environmental studies?  
 
2. a) Discuss in detail the Hydro cycle?   

b) Write about sustainable water management?  
 
3. a) Define ecosystem and list various components of an ecosystem?   

b) Briefly explain the manner in which ecosystems are destroyed by human activity?  
 
4. a) Explain the concept of in-situ and Ex-situ conservation of biodiversity?   

b) What is an Integrated Protected Area System? How do these contribute to preservation 
of biodiversity?  

 
5. Write a note on hazardous wastes and the environmental pollutants and health risks 

associated with these?  
 
6. Describe the causes of the Chernobyl Disaster and what are the lessons to be learnt from this 

incident? Discuss briefly the provision of the following Acts:   
i) The Water (Prevention Control of Pollution) Act, 1974   
ii) The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981   
iii) The Wildlife Protection Act 1971   
iv) The Forest Conservation Act of 1980  

 
7. What are the environmentally related reasons for the occurrence of various types of cancer? 

How can these be prevented and controlled?  
 
8. Explain the aspects to be studied and the procedure for collecting information when you want 

to document the environmental features and resource assets of a forest ecosystem during a 
field visit?  
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1. a) Describe the major principles of object oriented programming with illustration.   

b) What is the difference between system.out.print() and system.out.println() in Java?   
(10M+6M) 

2. a) What is an object? How is it related to a class? Describe what happens when an object is  
created in Java.  

b) What is the difference between class variable, member variable and automatic (local)  
variable? (8M+8M) 

 
3. a) Write a java program to multiply two matrices using Inheritance concept.   

b) What is the difference between Overloading and Overriding? Give an example of each.   
(8M+8M) 

 
4. a) What is a package? How do we design a package?  

 b) Explain clearly how to define and implement interfaces. (8M+8M) 

5. a) What is meant by an "Exception"? Explain with a sample program about nested try 
 statements.  
 b) What are the two ways of synchronizing the code? Explain. (8M+8M) 
 
6. a) Explain the delegation event model? Explain the role of listeners with an example.   

b) Explain the significance of Adapter classes. (8M+8M) 
 
7. a) JList does not support scrolling. Why? How this can be remedied? Explain with an example.   

b) Explain with a sample Java program how to pass parameters to applets. (8M+8M) 
 
8. Use socket programming to design a client/server application that takes the password as input   

and checks whether it is correct. (16M) 
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1. a) What do you mean by object oriented programming? What are 4 pillars of object oriented  

programming?  
b) Why do we need public static void main(String args[]) method in Java? (8M+8M) 

 
2. a) Explain the concept of recursion in Java with an example.   

b) What is the difference between String and StringBuffer Class? What will be the result if you   
compare  StringBuffer with String if both have same values (8M+8M) 

 
3. a) Does java Support multiple inheritance? Justify with an example.   

b) What is the difference between abstract base class and virtual base class? Write a note on   
 pure virtual functions. (8M+8M)

4. a) How does JVM know where to look for packages that we create?  
 b) What is the difference between interface and abstract class? Discuss. (6M+10M)

5. a) Explain the process for creating own exception subclasses.  
 b) What is the purpose of the wait(), notify(), and notifyAll() methods? (8M+8M)
 
6. a) What is an event? Explain different components of an event.   

b) Write a Java program for handling mouse events. (8M+8M) 
 
7. a) Discuss the importance and life cycle of Applets.   

b) What advantage do Java's layout managers provide over traditional windowing systems?   
How are the elements of a GridBagLayout organized? (8M+8M) 

 
8. a) Write a java program to find an IP address of the machine on which the program runs.   

b) Describe the steps that are required to establish communication between client and server   
sockets. (8M+8M) 
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1. a) Compare procedure oriented programming and object oriented programming with suitable 
 examples.  
 b) How does do-while differ from the while statement, Explain with an example? (8M+8M) 

2. a) Write a Java program to illustrate the difference between an instance variable and a class 
 variable.  
 b) Explain operator precedence and associativity in Java language. (8M+8M) 
 
3. a) What are the different kinds of inheritance? Explain them with suitable examples.   

b)  With the help of a java program explain the use of the super keyword? (10M+6M) 
 
4. a) What is a name space? Explain the procedure for resolving name space problem in packages.   

b) Write the differences between classes and interfaces. (8M+8M) 
 
5. a) What is the difference between throw and throws keywords?   

b) What are three ways in which a thread can enter the waiting state? Explain them.   (8M+8M)  
 
6. a) What is AWT? What is its use?  Briefly explain AWT class hierarchy.   

b) Write a java program to draw a polygon of eight edges. (8M+8M) 
 
7. a) What is the difference between Swing and AWT components? Explain with 

suitable examples.   
b) Discuss in detail about Combo Boxes, Tabbed panes, Trees and Tables in JAVA.   

(8M+8M)  
8. a) What is URL? Explain the steps in URL connection.   

b) Write a program to demonstrate use of following methods of URL class   
i) getProtocol() ii) getPort()  
iii) getHost() iv) getAddress() (8M+8M) 
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1. a) Why do we need control statement? Name and explain any five important control statements 

in java?  
b) What is an array? Why arrays are easier to use compared to a bunch of related variables? 

(8M+8M) 
 
2. a) Write a java program to multiply the given integer by 2 without using arithmetic operator.   

b) Does garbage collection guarantee that a program will not run out of memory? Justify your  
answer. (8M+8M) 

 
3. a) Explain how super keyword is used in overriding the methods?   

b) How do we implement dynamic method dispatch, Explain with a sample java program?   
(8M+8M)  

4. a) Can a class implement multiple interfaces? Explain.   
b) What is package? How do you create a package? Explain about the access protection in   

packages (8M+8M) 
 
5. a) What is the difference between final, finally and finalize? Explain with examples.   

b) What is multithreading? How to create multithread in a program? (8M+8M) 
 
6.   a) How java supports Graphics? Explain with examples.  

b) With an example show the handling of  keyboard events in JAVA. (8M+8M) 
 
7. a) Write a java program which draws a dashed line and dotted line using applet.   

b) In what way JList differ from JComboBox? (8M+8M) 
 
8. a) Give the use of URL class and also give the syntax of two constructors of URL class.   

b) What is InetAddress? How to create an InetAddress?  What is its use? (8M+8M) 
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